CEB (FIBERNET) CO. LTD.

VACANCIES

Network Associate & Network Coordinator

CEB (FIBERNET) CO. LTD., a fully owned subsidiary company of the CENTRAL ELECTRICITY BOARD, is looking for qualified candidates for the following positions:

1. Post: Network Associate

Qualification and Experience Requirements

- Degree in Electronic & Communication or Telecommunication or Electronic Engineering (Major Telecommunication) or an alternative equivalent qualification acceptable to the Company
- CCNA, CCNP, JNCIA or equivalent certifications will be an advantage
- 2 years of experience in Telecommunication Industry with exposure in Optical Transmission Network and Maintenance in SDH/DWDM/IP MPLS Technology
- Deep understanding of IP network protocols like BGP, OSPF, ISIS, MPLS and SDH Network Protocols, including Wavelength Switched Optical Network (WSON)
- Exposure to Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexity (DWDM) Network Operations, Testing and Maintenance will be an advantage
- Exposure to fibre optic OSP network design and implementation will be an advantage
- Valid Driving Licence

Salary: Rs 30,000 per month

Car Allowance: Rs 6,600 per month

2. Post: Network Coordinator

Qualification and Experience Requirements

- University Diploma in Electronic & Communication or Telecommunication or Electronic Engineering (Major Telecommunication) or an alternative equivalent qualification acceptable to the Company
- CCNA, CCNP, JNCIA or equivalent certifications will be an advantage
- 2 years of experience in Telecommunication Industry with exposure in Optical Transmission Network and Maintenance in SDH/DWDM/IP MPLS Technology

Main Responsibilities

Prospective candidates are requested to visit the CEB’s websites (https://ceb.mu or https://fibernet.ceb.mu) to take cognizance of the desired profiles and main responsibilities for the above posts.

Mode of Application

Interested candidates should submit their applications on the prescribed form available at the CEB Corporate Office, Ebène, between 09 00hrs and 16 00hrs on weekdays or on our websites https://ceb.mu or https://fibernet.ceb.mu - All application forms should be accompanied by photocopies of relevant academic and professional certificates plus evidence of work experience claimed. The application should be sent by registered post to the Human Resources Manager, Central Electricity Board, Corporate Office, P.O. Box 134, Rue du Savoir, Cybercity, Ebène on or before the closing date. The envelope should be clearly marked with the post applied for on the top left-hand corner.

Closing Date

14 February 2020

Note:

1. Prospective candidates not holding the appropriate qualifications are kindly advised NOT to apply.
2. Only the best qualified candidates having submitted all relevant supporting documents will be called for interview.
3. The CEB (FIBERNET) CO. LTD. reserves the right to make alternative arrangements or not to proceed with the filling of the vacancies.
4. Candidates are hereby informed that non-submission of documents as described under “Mode of Application” will entail rejection of application.
5. The onus for the submission of equivalence of qualification (if applicable) from the relevant authorities rests on the candidates.